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Technical Furniture

Add professionalism to any classroom, office, government 
or military center with our collection of technical furniture . 
We offer pre-configured and customized solutions to help 
you turn an outdated space into a respectable atmosphere . 
Choose from our Training Tables and LAN Stations/
Workbenches to develop a room suitable for you .
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ADVANCED CLASSROOM TRAINING TABLES

ADVANCED CLASSROOM TRAINING 
TABLES

The Kendall Howard Advanced Classroom Training Table (ACTT) Collection 
balances professionalism and practicality in a truly universal solution. The 
ACTT system will easily convert an out-dated, uninspiring training room into 
an engaging, respectable atmosphere by providing a clean, focused learning 
space that is suitable for any training or work space.

The modular design allows you to customize the layout and usability of 
your facility, minimizing distractions, and encouraging individuals to stay 
focused. The ACTT Collection is engineered to be affordable, yet quality  
driven, giving everyone the opportunity to orchestrate a structured and 
effective work space.

The fully adjustable leg design allows the surface height to be modified to best suit each user. This capability helps to promote a uniform and professional 
solution throughout facilities which cater to various age groups, such as schools and community centers. The robust table tops are available in five stunning 
finishes to help transform any educational facility into a warm and inviting learning space that demands success.

Whether it’s a high school classroom or a corporate training center, Kendall Howard’s Advanced Classroom Training Tables will dramatically improve a user’s 
overall experience, provide instructors with more fruitful results, and advance your educational facility to the next level.

FOUR WIDTHS! TWO DEPTHS! FIVE COLORS!

36" 48" 60" 72"

72"

48"

60"

WIDTHS COLORS

24" Depth        5500-3-000-23         5500-3-001-23          5500-3-002-23         5500-3-003-23        5500-3-004-23

30" Depth        5500-3-000-33         5500-3-001-33          5500-3-002-33         5500-3-003-33        5500-3-004-33

24" Depth        5500-3-000-24         5500-3-001-24          5500-3-002-24         5500-3-003-24        5500-3-004-24

30" Depth        5500-3-000-34         5500-3-001-34          5500-3-002-34         5500-3-003-34        5500-3-004-34

24" Depth        5500-3-000-25         5500-3-001-25          5500-3-002-25         5500-3-003-25        5500-3-004-25

30" Depth        5500-3-000-35         5500-3-001-35          5500-3-002-35         5500-3-003-35        5500-3-004-35

24" Depth        5500-3-000-26         5500-3-001-26          5500-3-002-26         5500-3-003-26        5500-3-004-26

30" Depth        5500-3-000-36         5500-3-001-36          5500-3-002-36         5500-3-003-36        5500-3-004-36

36"

48"

60"

72"

Folkstone Hard Rock 
Maple

Caramel 
Apple

Serene 
Cherry

African 
Mahogany

FOUR WIDTHS:

Discontinued Discontinued
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TECHNICAL FURNITURE
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ALL M
OUNT RACKS/CABINETS

FULL SIZE SERVER RACKS/CABINETS
RACK ACCESSORIES

PC SECURITY

•  Optional Power/Data Conversion
Kit provides easy access to power and data
connections from the work surface.

SKU: 5500-3-100-01

•  Optional CPU Holder
The universal design
allows you to mount
on either the inside or
outside of the table leg.

SKU: 4" width 5500-3-100-04
SKU: 8" width 5500-3-100-08

•  Optional Locking
Caster Kit
Allows training tables to
be moved around easily,
perfect for impromptu
group exercises or projects.

SKU: 5500-3-100-03

•  Choose from five
Stunning Finishes
- Folkstone
- Hard Rock Maple
- Caramel Apple
- Serene Cherry
- African Mahogany

•  Adjustable Height
Standard leg kit
allows you to
adjust the height
from 28" to 35".

•  Included Cable Access
Port Provides an in-desk cable
management solution.

•  Optional Ganging Kit Secure
multiple training tables together
to reduce accidental movement
and displacement.

SKU: 5500-3-100-00

•  Optional Keyboard
Tray/Pencil Drawer
Sliding keyboard tray
can also be flipped
upside down and
utilized as a pencil
drawer.

SKU: 5500-3-100-02

•  Optional Cable
Management Enclosure

SKU: 36" - 5500-3-100-36 
SKU: 48" - 5500-3-100-48 
SKU: 60" - 5500-3-100-60 
SKU: 72" - 5500-3-100-72

Lockable enclosure manages and hides cables while 
providing a space to house electrical or network 
devices.

Included fan pattern allows for easy installation 
of a fan kit, providing additional airflow.

(See page 53 for fans.)

•  Size Options Two depths
(24" and 30") and four widths
(36", 48", 60" and 72")
available.




